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Hexus loves the be quiet! middle-class
After reviewing most of the recent be quiet! power supply portfolio, Hexus now takes a look
at the Pure Power L8 with 630 Watts. And once again the Hexus team is impressed. So in
the end it earns an overall score of 4/5 and a "Recommended" award.

Link: http://goo.gl/r578E

Pure Power L8 now even in gaming system
Editors from Dutch publication Hardware.info put together good hardware configurations
for different purposes every month. be quiet! has already been in a lot of their systems, and
now they're also being used in a gaming system featuring the new Pure Power L8 with
630 Watts.

Link: http://goo.gl/HNw9N

Pure Power L8 in Mini-PC
In issue 09/12 PC Games Hardware editors extensively covered "Mini-PCs". They even
put together a nice assembly guide with lots of images, where they decided to use a Pure
Power L8 for demo purposes.

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

Allround PC "Deluxe" powered by Pure Power
Dutch online site of Hardware.info magazine always presents several system
configurations for different purposes. In their new Allround-PC "Deluxe" they decided to
use a be quiet! Puwer Power L8 with 6300 Watts. be quiet! is also used in many of their
other configurations.

Link: http://goo.gl/B99ue
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Pure Power L8 in PCGH 07/12
In the current issue of PC Games Hardware the editors reviewed power supplies in the
range from 500 to 650 watts and paid particular attention to the price-performance-ratio.
Using a Chroma 63103 the comparison also contained the L8 Pure Power 580 W CM. All
in all the magazine liked it a lot - especcially the extremely low noise, high efficiency and
the great price-performance-ratio - and gave it a 1.93 grade.

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

be quiet! PSUs in a mega test
Dutch editors from Hardware.info seem to like great challenges, since they decided to
compare 43 power supplies between 500 an 700 Watts. Of course, be quiet! participated
in this test with 3 units: Pure Power L8 with 630 Watts and Straight Power E9 in 580 and
700 Watts. The latter one managed to score a silver award.
 

Link: http://goo.gl/4pbTG

Tech-Review recommends Pure Power L8 630 W CM
German online magazine Tech-Review has dealt with the PurePower L8 630 W CM
andverifies the power supply is of high quality. They believe that in many ways it is far
ahead - above all they praised the noise level and the low price. They suppose that
the PSU is definitely worth a look.

Link: http://goo.gl/I0bs9

Eight out of eleven PCGH PCs using be quiet! PSU
In issue 04/12 editors from PC Games Hardware once again decided to present some nice
system configurations to their users. Overall they're showing eleven systems, whereas
eight of them use a be quiet! power supply. They choose from all product lines, such as
Pure Power L7 or L8, Straight Power E8 and E9 as well as their own PCGH edition.

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

Double review at SweClockers in Sweden
Swedish online magazine SweClockers decided to test two of be quiet!'s recent power
supplies, namely the Straight Power E9 with 680 watts and the Pure Power L8 with 630
watts, both offering cable management. Both products were very favorably reviewed and
received awards.

Link: http://goo.gl/W40pC
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The Pure Power L8 630 W, 59hardware’s favorite!
The Pure Power L8 630 W has been reviewed by the French site 59hardware. They hav
highlighted the high quality level of the PSU as well as its extremely low noise level.
Accordingly, the PSU has obtained a double award: the silence label as well as the
editor’s choice award!

Link: http://goo.gl/3nKH8

Pure Power L8: Lots of performance for small money
Within a small roundup, Tom's Hardware compared three 80-Plus-Bronze PSUs to each
other. One of them was a be quiet! Pure Power L8 with 530 watts and cable management.
The result is quite good, because be quiet! gets recommended by the editor!
 

Link: http://goo.gl/0kVjq

PCGH system configurations feature be quiet! PSUs
In issue 02/12 PC Games Hardware once again presents some system configurations to
their readers, which were created by their editors. Two of the five presented systems make
use of be quiet! power supplies, namely the Pure Power L8 with 430 Watts and the Pure
Power L7 with 530 Watts.

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

Two bargain awards in one roundup
In issue 01/2012 German print magazine Hardwareluxx[printed] compared six power
supplies from 550 to 730 Watts against another. One third of the contestants were be quiet!
products, namely the Straight Power E8 with 580 Watts and the new Pure Power L8 with
730 Watts. Both of them were able to receive an award for good price-performance-ratio.
 

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

"An excellent product and well worth consideration"
British editors from KitGuru.net reviewed the new Pure Power L8 with 630 Watts from be
quiet! and they were pretty excited about the results - in both electrical and accustical
terms. So they scored it with 8 out of 10 points and gave away their "Worth Buying"
recommendation.
 

Link: http://goo.gl/878mo
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Best in class for 80 Plus Bronze
German online magazine Au-Ja! got their hands on a Pure Power L8 with 530 Watts and
looked ad it closely. They found at, that it set news records for 80-Plus-Bronze PSUs. They
also liked the quiet fan and the cable management features a lot.
 

Link: http://goo.gl/KTjyj

Pure Power L8 is editor's choice
One of Germany's well experienced online magazines, Hartware.net gives out an editor's
choice award for be quiet!'s new Pure Power L8 series. They took a look at the 630 Watt
version and were very happy with the low noise level of the PSU.
 

Link: http://goo.gl/6pTd7

"Pure Power PSUs received a serious update"
Brand new Pure Power L8 series got recommended by German online-magazine
Allround-PC. They liked it for its low loise nevel, cable management and high efficiency.

Link: http://goo.gl/SCM5d

"Convincingly good overall package"
Germany's famous online magazine Computerbase is feared among manufacturers, since
they are one of the few magazines to have a specialised Chroma testing rig. Normally, this
is where you can tell the bad PSUs from the good ones. Recently, be quiet!'s Pure Power
L8 with 530 Watts was able to impress the editors and managed to receive a
recommendation in the end.

Link: http://goo.gl/GY6dg

Comparison of 21 PSUs from 300 to 620 Watts
French online-magazine Cowcotland decided to compare recent power supplies from
various manufacturers against each other. So they took 21 power supplies ranging from
300 to 620 Watts and took them for a spin. Among them was on eof be quiet!'s new Pure
Power L8 power supplies with 530 Watts. In the end it was one of the lucky ones to receive
a gold award.
 

Link: http://goo.gl/87y7W
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PC-Max tortures Pure Power
PC-Max is one of the few magazines internationally, who can rely on their own power
supply testing machinery from Chroma. Pure Power L8 with 630 Watts managed to leave a
good impression, being hooked up to the monster machine.

Link: http://goo.gl/GpXgC

Pure Power L8 in first all-in-one PC
Editors of German print magazine PC Games Hardware once again decided to put
together a PC configuration for gaming purposes in issue 11/11. It's not the first time, that
they choose a Pure Power PSU for that task. But it is in fact the first time that they use the
new L8 series for that. Thanks to cable management, 430 watts of power and a resonable
price this PSU is the perfect choice for their task. Together with a Nvidia GTX560 and a
Inte Core i3 processor, this system is both: mildly priced and good in performance.

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

Pure Power gets a bargain recommendation
As one of the most important print magazines in Germany, PC Games Hardware received
another one of those brandnew Pure Power L8 models. After their test in issue 11/11 they
came to a nice conlusion: the Pure Power L8 receives a bargain award and an overall
score of 1,87.

Link: http://goo.gl/GySpC

Pure Power L8 in first German review
Among the first publications to receive one of the brand new Pure Power L8 power
supplies was German online magazine Technic3D. The responsible editor was quite
content with be quiet!'s work since he rated the power supply with 90% score and handed
out three awards: Gold for good performance, Eco+ for good efficiency and Value for the
reasonable price point.

Link: http://goo.gl/EpuLN

High end for low budget!
Gamezoom also managed to get one of the first Pure Power L8 models for a review and
they started their usual testing parcours. In the end there is a nice resume, an overall score
of 9 out of 10 points and a "High End" award for the Pure Power L8.

Link: http://goo.gl/Y3G1V
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Pure Power - silence, quality, reasonable price
User's feedback and opinions are always very important for us. Therefore we are happy to
see the newest review of benchmark.pl user "Diego 90". Pure Power L8 CM 630W has
gained maximum five stars and super product award thanks to high quality, silence and
good price.

Link: http://goo.gl/JJuA6

Newest generation of Pure Power at TechPowerUp
be quiet!'s brand new L8 generation of Pure Power supplies is a big development step for
entry level PSUs. The first editors who got their hand on the new product were from
international review site TechPowerUp. Even though they are used to powerful high-end
PSUs, Pure Power managed to state some arguments and got scored 8,1 out of 10. 

Link: http://goo.gl/UOMye
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